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THE MACKEY OBSTRUCTION AND THE COADJOINT ORBITS

ZONGYI LI

Abstract. This paper studies the Mackey obstruction representation theory at

the coadjoint orbit level. It shows how to get rid of such obstructions and to

get orbits of the "little groups". Such little group data is essential for inductive

construction of coadjoint orbits of general Lie groups.

1. Introduction

Let G be a real Lie group, N c G be a normal subgroup, and NA be the
set of equivalent classes of irreducible unitary representations of N. Since N

is normal in G, there is a natural action of G on NA . Pick a representation

p £ NA. We assume that G fixes p. One would like to know if p can

be extended to an irreducible unitary representation of G in the sense that

there is such a unitary representation of G whose restriction to TV is p. The

answer in general is no. There is an obstruction (called the Mackey obstruction)

to extending p to a unitary representation of G. Based on the quantization

method, one can relate representations to the coadjoint orbits of groups. For

example, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the coadjoint orbits

and the irreducible unitary representations for the nilpotent groups (see [5])
and the solvable groups (see [1]). Therefore, it will help us a lot to understand

the representation picture if we can understand the corresponding problems on
coadjoint orbits; in other words, at the symplectic geometry level. The Mackey

obstruction can be interpreted as the obstruction to realizing the coadjoint orbit

Y of N as a coadjoint orbit of G under the assumption that the (/-action

stabilizes Y . We prove in this paper that in the case that G fixes Y, this orbit

is always a coadjoint orbit of some central extension Ga of G with respect to

the circle group T. To get a coadjoint orbit from this orbit T, we need to find

another coadjoint orbit W of some group extension G~a which is dual to our

first central extension G" . Then the product space Y xW will be a coadjoint

orbit of G while the obstructions cancel out. This treatment reflects Auslander-
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Kostant's treatment of the Mackey obstruction in their representation theory of

solvable Lie groups in [1].
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2. The Mackey obstruction and projective representations

Let us review the problems associated with extending the representation p £

NA to G under the assumption that G fixes p, and then look at the Mackey

obstruction. In general, p can only extend to a projective representation p"

of G. Namely,

(2-1) p°(ab) = a(a,b)p°(a)p°(b)

for any a, b £ G, where the 2-cocycle a satisfies

(2-2) a:GxG^Cx,     |<r(a,&)| = l,

(2-3) cr(e,a) = o(a,e) = l,

and

(2-4) o(ab, c)o(a, b) = o(a, bc)o(b, c),

where e is the identity of G. Now pa is a representation of G if a = 1. But

in any case p extends to a representation of some central extension Ga of G

with respect to the circle group T. We define G" = {(t, a) £ T x G}, where

the multiplication of this group is defined as

(2-5) (t,a)-(s,b) = (ts/o(a,b),ab).

Then Ga is a group with the identity (1, e) and (o(a, a~x)/t, a~x) is the

inverse of (t, a). We have the exact sequence of groups

(2-6) l^T^GaMG^e,

where i(t) = (t, e), j(t, a) = a. We define

pi : Ga -> Aut(X),

where %? is the representation space of p, by

(2-7) pl(t,a) = tp°(a).

It is easy to check that p^ is a unitary representation of G" . The 2-cocycle a
is the obstruction to extending p to a representation of G. We may define the

Mackey obstruction by the following procedure.

Let

(1) 1 — Q -» Ex -^-> F -> 1 and

(2) 1 -» Z -» E2 -^ F -► 1

be two exact sequences of groups where Z is in the center of Q. Let R c

isi x E2 consist of all pairs (ei, e2) £ Ei x E2 such that 4>i(ei) = <t>2(e2). Let 5
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be the subgroup of R of the form (z, z~x), z £ Z . Define the Baer product

Ei ® E2 = R/S. Note that if we define

4>(e\, e2) = cpx(ex) = 4>2(e2),        (ex, e2) £R,

then cj) defines a homomorphism of EX®E2 onto F with the kernel (QxZ)/S.

Also, (Qx Z)/S is isomorphic to Q, so Ex <g> E2 satisfies the exact sequence

(3) 1 —G —£,®£2->F —1.

We call (3) the Baer product of (1) and (2).
For p £ NA , we define a unitary representation p of T x N as follows:

p(tv) = tp(v),    for any t £ T, v £ N.

We have

Theorem 2.1 (Mackey). Given the group extension

(i)  l-+TxN-+TxG^ G/N -» 1,

there exists a unique group extension

(ii) 1 —► T —► F —» C7//V -» 1

satisfying the following conditions:
(A) r 15 central in F ;

(B) i/ G* = F ® (T x G) is the Baer product, then there exists a unitary

representation p* of G^ such that p^\t*n = P ■

Definition 2.1. The group extension (2) above is called the Mackey obstruction

of G at p or the obstruction to extending p from N to G.

In the case that the exact sequence (2) is trivial, or splitting, Theorem 2.1

says that p can be extended to a representation of G.

Remark 2.1. Auslander-Kostant and Brezin showed in [1] and [2] how to com-

pute the Mackey obstruction from a particular 2-cocycle on Lie algebras in cer-

tain cases. Roughly, let g and n be the Lie algebras of G and N, respectively.
There is a subspace o of a such that

g = a © n as vector spaces, and P\[a _ n] = 0.

where p is some element in g*, the dual space of g. Then let x : g —► g/n
and let 8 : g/n —► a be the unique linear mapping such that t o 6 is the identity

mapping of g/n. Define a bilinear form a on g/n by

o(S,ij) = -p(ldc],dn]),        <?, >/eg/n.

cr gives rise to a 2-cocycle on g.   It was also used to construct the Mackey
obstruction in the articles mentioned above. We call it the Mackey 2-cocycle.

3. Symplectic induction and homogeneous (/-spaces

In order to discuss the Mackey obstruction at the orbit level, we need to

review symplectic induction. Let (M, co) be a symplectic manifold and G a

Lie group acting on M. This action is said to be symplectic if any element of
G gives rise to a symplectomorphism from M to itself. Let g = Lie(G), the

Lie algebra of G. For any <; £ g, x e M, the infinitesimal generator at x

related to { is defined as

(3-1) *"(*) = &(*)=-£      («p(-«).*)."'  (=0
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Then the map <* \—► £' gives rise to a Lie algebra homomorphism from g to the

Lie algebra of all vector fields on M, denoted by Sf(M). Let Poisson(M) be

C°°iM) equipped with the Poisson bracket. If all <*' are Hamiltonian vector

fields so that we have the lifting of the infinitesimal action

cf): g —► Poisson(Af)

such that the interior product i(&)co = dcf>(£,) for any £ e g, and <j> is a Lie

algebra homomorphism, we say that the G-action on M is Hamiltonian. In

this case, we have the moment map O : M —► g* which is defined by

(3-2) <<D(x),{> = 0<(x),

where cjfi = $(£). O is G-equivariant with respect to the coadjoint action of

G on g*.

Theorem 3.1 (Marsden-Weinstein). If a is a regular value of the moment map

O and B = 3>~'(a)/Ga is a well-defined manifold where Ga is the stabilizer

subgroup of a £ q* , then B = 0~'(a)/Ga is a symplectic manifold with the

symplectic form coB satisfying i*co = j*coB where i : 0~'(a) —► M is the

inclusion map and j : <J>_1(a) —> B is the projection.

If X is a coadjoint orbit of G, at each x £ X, since any vector in TXX can

be expressed as £x(x) for some £ € g, there is a natural surjection from g to

TXX. This gives us a canonical symplectic form cox on X. For any x £ X,

£, n £ g, we define

cox(Zx(x),r,x(x))(x) = -(x, K.i,]).

It is easy to see that this definition only depends on £x(x) and t]x(x). The

moment map for the coadjoint action of G on (X, cox) is just the inclusion.
Kostant (also Souriau) proved (see [6])

Theorem 3.2. If (M, co) is a Hamiltonian G-homogeneous space, the moment

map is a covering map from M to a coadjoint orbit of G.

4. The orbit version of the Mackey obstruction

We now translate the Mackey obstruction into the language of symplectic

geometry. Let G and N be as above with N connected. Let Ten* be a

coadjoint orbit of iV such that the natural action of G on n* stabilizes Y . We

assume that the stabilizer subgroup Np of the coadjoint action of TV at some

point p , hence all points, on Y is connected. The Mackey obstruction can be

interpreted as the obstruction to realizing Y as a coadjoint orbit of G.

Proposition 4.1. The G-action on Y is symplectic.

Proof. For any automorphism <fi : n -♦ n, <j>' preserves the Poisson structure

on n* so it carries symplectic leaves into symplectic leaves. Moreover, if Yx is
a symplectic leaf and Y2 = 4>'(YX) then 4>' is a symplectomorphism of Yx onto

Y2.   U

Let Qy be the canonical symplectic form on Y. Proposition 4.1 says that

i(£})Q.y is closed. In addition, if /V is simply connected it is easy to see that Y
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is simply connected and hence i(^')Qy is exact. Indeed, N —> Y is a fibration

with fiber Np . By the long exact sequence in homotopy

-►*!(#) -» 7ti(Y) -» Tto(Ap) — Tto(N) ,

we see that if iti(N) = no(N) = 0, then ^i(7) = no(Np). In other words,

if TV is simply connected, then Np is connected if and only if Y is simply

connected. We will however show that i(^)Qy is exact even when N is not

simply connected and, in fact, we will construct a canonical function ft : Y ->

K such that i(&)ClY = dft. Pick a point p0 e F. We can write

Y = {v-p0; v £ N}.

Let xo be an element in g* such that xo\n = Po- Define the map ft : Y —► R

by

(4-1) <tfi(V'Po) = {v>xo,Z).

From the following general lemma we see that it is well defined.

Lemma 4.1. Let G be an arbitrary Lie group, N c G a normal subgroup, and

Y a coadjoint orbit of N. Let

K = GY = {g£G;  g-q£Y for all q £ Y}

be the stabilizer subgroup at Y, and t = Lie(/Q . Then for any x £ g* such

that x\n = p £ Y,

N$-x = x + t±

where N® is the connected component of the stabilizer subgroup Np, and

t± = {p£&*, p\t = 0}

is the annihilator of t.

Proof. Let np = Lie(TVp). We first look at the behavior of the infinitesimal

action. Define

(4-2) j:np^s*,     j(£)=(-x

for any £ £ np ; the right-hand side of (4-2) is the infinitesimal action of i\ on

x. Notice that

(4-3) Im(7) C ex.

Indeed, one can easily get

(4-4) i = Qp + n.

Hence for any S, £ np, n = nx + n2 £ t, where i/i £ qp , n2 £ n, and

(P-x, y) = (Z'X,rii) + {Z-x, n2).

But

(i-x, ni)s = -(x, k, nx])g = {x, [i7i,<J])B = (p, [m>i])n--(m-p>i)n = o,

and

{Z-x, n2)B = -(x, K, n2])g = -(p, [i, n2])n = -({• p, n2)n = 0.
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Thus {£• x, n) =0 for any n £ t. Namely, £ • x £t± for any £ e np . Hence

(4-3) holds.
Furthermore, we have an exact sequence

(4-5) 0 — nx -U np M t1- — 0

where i is the inclusion.

To prove this, it only remains to show that

(4-6) dim(np/nx) = dim(e±).

For this, let us suppose X is the coadjoint orbit of G through x . As a subgroup

of G, N acts on X in the Hamiltonian fashion. The moment map is

(4-7) n:X^n*,     n{x\) = Xi\n.

Let (9 be the G orbit in n* through p . Then n is a submersion from X onto

9.
It's a basic result of symplectic geometry that lm(dnx) = nx where nx is

the annihilator of nx in n*.

Hence,

(4-8) dim(^) = dim(lm(dnx)) = dim(n^) = dim(N) - dim(TV^).

It follows that

(4-9) dim(yVJC) = dim(TV) - dim(^f) = dim(N) - dim(G/Gp).

On the other hand, Y = N/Np = K/Gp. So

dim(N) - dim(TVp) = dim(A") - dim(Gp),

or

(4-10) dim(/V) + dim(G„) = dim(Np) + dim(A:).

By (4-9) and (4-10),

dim(7Vx) = dim(JV) - (dim(G) - dim(Gp))

= dim(TV) + dim(Gp) - dim(G)

= dim(Np) - (dim(G) - dim(K))

= dim(Np) - dim(tx).

Namely,

dim(Np/Nx) = dim(t-L).

This completes the proof of (4-5).
We now go to the group level via the exponential map. Note that

1        T
(4-11) fsxp(Z)-x = x + Z-x+yZ2-x + ---

for any £ £ np .
One may observe that for any xx £t±,

(4-12) £•*. =0.

Indeed, for any n £ g,

K, llenct.
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So
(xi, K, V]) = 0.

This implies

(i-xu  ri) = 0

for all n£g. Hence (4-12) holds. Therefore, (4-11) is simplified to

(4-13) exp(£)-x = x + £-x £x + t±.

Since Nj} is connected, any v £ N$ can be written as

v = exp(£i) ■ ■ ■ exp(£i)

for some £i, • • • ,^£np. Then by (4-13) and (4-11), we have

(4-14) v • x = x + Xi-\-\-Xi

where Xj = & • x 6 t1-.

Then (4-14) gives us an injection from N® • x into x + t± . We claim that

it is also surjective since for any y £ tx , we have by (4-5) an element ^n,

such that (J • x = y. Then exp(^) • x = x + y. This completes the proof of the
lemma.   □

In this section we will assume that Np is connected and, for the moment,

G = K. Hence Np • x = x , and ft is well defined.
We want to show that

(4-15) i($)£lY = dft.

Note that Y is an /V-homogeneous space. Any vector at q £ Y can be written

as 8^(q) for some 8 £ n.

We need to show that

(4-16) l(£»)Qy(r5«) = dft(S*).

Let q = vpo £ Y, at q ,

RHS of (4-16) - 8*(ft)(q) = ^-\t=0ft(exp(-t8) • q)

= d-t\t=o(exp(-tS)'VXo,Z)g

= -(8-vx0, i)B = (vx0, [8, £]B)B

= (x0,v-x[8,i])g = (Po,v-x[8,£])n

= {q,[S,Z])n = -{q,[{,8]).

On the other hand, there exists a 8$ £ n such that 8^(q) = &(q). Thus

(4-18) LHS of (4-16) = Qy(^(<7), 8*(q)) = -(q , [<5{ , 8]).

But 8^(q) = &(q) means £,-q = 8$-q on n, so

($-q,3) = {di.q,8).

Namely,

(q,[Z,S]) = {q,[d(,8]).
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Hence (4-17) = (4-18), which says that (4-16) holds.

Therefore, the G-action on Y has an infinitesimal lift cp : £ i—► ft. In

general, <f> is not a Lie algebra homomorphism. There is a 2-cocycle a : g x

g —► R satisfying

(4-19) o(Z,rl) = -o(n,Q,

and

(4-20) a(K, rj], C) + °([V, C], 0 + ff(IC, fl, ii) = o,

such that

(4-21) {</>«, 0"} = <?(£, 17) + 0K."].

This 2-cocycle is just the Mackey 2-cocycle at the orbit level. It prevents Y

from being a coadjoint orbit of G. However, T is a coadjoint orbit of some

central extension of G with respect to the circle group T. At the algebra level,

define
q° = {(s,0, s£R, £eg},

where

(4-22) [(s,$),(t,r,)] = (cr($,r,),[Z,ti]B).

It is easy to check that (4-22) does define a Lie bracket for gCT .

We have an exact sequence of Lie algebras

0-+ii+fl»^fl-,o,

where i(s) = (s, 0), and j(s ,£)=£. g" is a central extension of g with

respect to R.
Let G" be the corresponding central extension of G with Lie algebra q" ,

we have

1 —► T -^ G" M G -» e.

Ga acts on Y by

a-q = J (a) -q,    for any a £ Ga , q £ Y.

The corresponding infinitesimal action is (s, £) • q = £ • q . Define

(4-23) yis.Q-.Y—->R,     ipis>i)(vpo) = (vxo,Q+s.

Since (5, £)' = £8 , and y/(s<& = ft + s, we have

(4-24) i((j,fl»)flr = dip{s-i).

So y/(s>® is a lift of the action of (s, £) . Furthermore,

(4-25)       {ip(s^ , y/{t^} = {ft + s,ft + t} = {ft, ft} = a{(, rfi + <t>li'"]-

But

(4-26) y/l(s'«)■<'■">] = VfWt-'i)-K<'il) = ff(Z, q) + fl*-'!.

Hence,

(4-27) {^(*.« , ^('.1)} = pl(*.«.(«.»)!.
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This implies that y/ : (s, £) i—► y/(s<& is a Lie algebra homomorphism.

Therefore, y/ defines a moment map ¥ for the Ga -action on Y; in other

words, the G^-action on Y is Hamiltonian. Moreover, *¥(vpo) £ (gCT)*, and

(4-28) OF(tiPo), (s, fl) = <p{s'i](vp0) = (vx0,Z)+s,

so

¥(vpo) = vx0+l*,     where 1* € R*, l*(s) = s.

If i»iXo = v2Xo, then ViPo = v2po . Thus 41 is one-one. By Theorem 3.2, Y is
a coadjoint orbit of G" .

To get a coadjoint orbit of G, we need to get rid of the 2-cocycle o . For

this purpose, we consider another G-homogeneous symplectic space (W, fV)
satisfying:

(I) N acts on W trivially;
(II) G acts on W symplectically with the infinitesimal lifting which has the

obstruction -a.

Before discussing the existence of such a (W, Slw), let us see how it works

first.

We form the product space Y xW with the product symplectic form. It is

easy to see that the first condition implies

Lemma 4.2.  G acts on Y x IV transitively.

Proof. For any (pi, Wi) and (p2, w2) £ Y x W, we may find an element a £G

such that a • Wi = w2 . On the other hand, api and p2 are in Y, hence we
have an element v £ N such that v • api = p2. But iV acts on Y trivially.

Hence va • (px, wx) = (p2, w2).   a

The second condition implies that W is a coadjoint orbit of the group ex-

tension G~a . When Y and W product together, the obstructions cancel out.
Therefore we have

Proposition 4.2.   Y x W is a covering space of some coadjoint orbit of G.

Proof. Let us denote by cf>\ the lift of the infinitesimal action of £ on W. Set

Wi : 0 —► Poisson(T x W),

Vi(fl = Wi , where

(4-29) Wiip,w) = ftip) + ftiw).

Then £ i—► ipi is a lift of the infinitesimal action of £ on Y x W . Moreover,

{¥i,^}ip,W) = {ft, r}ip)+{ft, ft{}iw)
= ai^,r,) + fti'"x-oi^n) + <pf-''x

= wf'n].
Hence W\ is a Lie algebra homomorphism. Therefore, it gives rise to a moment

map 4*i : Y x W —> g*. By Theorem 3.2, Y x W is a covering of some
coadjoint orbit of G.   □

If we can choose W good enough so that the moment map ^i is one-one,

we then get a coadjoint orbit of G from Y. As matter of fact, such a "good"
W always exists.
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Let us discuss this in a little bit more generality. We consider now the situa-

tion of Lemma 4.1; namely, we no longer assume G fixes Y and consider the

stabilizer subgroup K = GY . The problem now is to get a coadjoint orbit of K

from Y. We take a coadjoint orbit X of G sitting over Y in the sense that

X\n 2 Y. Let
7i: X^n*

be the projection. It is actually the moment map for the jV-action on X.

Denote by Y~ the space Y equipped with the negative symplectic form -QY ,
let

71, :  X x y- —► n*

be the map nx (x, p) = nix) -p . It is the moment map for the product action of

N on X xY~ with 0 as a regular value. Let W be the orbit space %^X(0)/N.

To see the space W is well defined, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Under the assumption oj Lemma 4.1, GxNp is a closed subgroup

ofiG.

Proof. First of all, since Gx stabilizes Np , GxNp is a subgroup. To show that

GXNP is closed, we only need to show that NPGX is closed. We claim

(4-30) NPGX = {a£G\ax£x + t0}.

Indeed, by Lemma 4.1, it is obvious that

NPGX c{a€G| ax£x + i0}.

On the other hand, for any a £ {a £ G \ ax £ x + 6°}, by Lemma 4.1, there

exists an element v £ Np such that ax = vx. This implies v~xa £ Gx.

Namely, a = vb for some b £ Gx . This concludes the proof.    □

Corollary 4.1. The space n~x(p)/Np is a well-defined manifold.

Proof. In fact, n~x(p) = Kp/Gx , so

n-xip)/Np = Kp/GxNp.

By Lemma 4.3, GXNP is closed. Hence n~xip) is well defined.   □

In terms of the Marsden-Weinstein reduction, we get a reduced space

n~xip)/Np . Guillemin's version of this symplectic manifold is just W =

7ij~l(0)/./V. Therefore, W is a well-defined symplectic manifold. Since NcK

is normal, we can define a /A'-action on W as follows:

a • [x, p] = [ax, ap], a £ K,  [x, p] 6 W.

The //v-actions on X and Y~ are symplectic. It follows that the /A'-action on

X x Y~ is symplectic. The latter action induces a symplectic A>action on W .

We have the infinitesimal lifting <p : t —► Poisson(y). Let us now define a

map
<j)X : t —► Poisson( W),

<Mfl = 4>\ , where

(4-31) <t>\([x,p]) = (Z,x)a-ft(p)

for any [x, p] e W.
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To see that (j>x is well defined, we only need to check that

(4-32) 4>\i[x, po]) = ftii[xi, po])

for x, xi £ X, x|„ = po, xi|n = po and [x, p0] = [xi, p0] £ W.

But [x, po] = [xi, po] implies that there exists u £ NPo such that Xi = ux.

Hence

4>\([xi, Po]) = {i,xi)9- ftipo) = (£, Xi\t)t - ftiPo)

= «, («x)|e>e - ft(Po) = «!, u(x\t))t - ftiPo).

By Lemma 4.1, since NPo is connected, NPo fixes x\t. Thus, we conclude

4>\([xx, Po]) = <£, x\t)t - ft(Po) = <f>\([x, Po])-

Proposition 4.3.  <f>\ is the lifting of the infinitesimal action of £ on W with the

obstruction -a.

Proof. Let

(4-33) ft2: X—>R,    4>\(x) = (i, x)e.

It is well known that ft2 is the lift of the infinitesimal .ty-action on X, which

is Hamiltonian. There is no obstruction for ft2.

First, we show that

(4-34) i(<^)£V = dcj>\.

For any S e Sf(W), a vector field on W, there exists a vector field 3) e

^(nl~x(0))c^(X x y-) such that ;"i.(Ei) = H, where ;, : ;tf'(0) —» W is

the projection. We denote by i\ the inclusion 7ij"'(0) —► X xY~ . Now for

any (x,p) £n~x(0),

Ex(x,p) = E\(x)®E'((p),

where H',(x) £ TXX and E'{(p) £ TPY. So

dft(E)([x, p]) = dft(ju(Ex))([x, p]) = jud<p\(Zi)(x, p)

(4-35) = d(j\ft)(Ex)(x, p) = S,(jftf )(x, p)

= E\(ft2)(x) - E'{(ft)(p) = dft2(E\)(x) - dft(E'{)(p).

On the other hand,

i(c%)nw(E)([x, p]) = nw'?w, E)([x, p])

,. -,, =flifO'i4xr-'Si)(IJt^])
(4-36)

= ''"jrxr-(^xr-,2i)(x,p)

= nx(Zx,3'l)(x)-aY(SY,z")(p)-

Comparing (4-35) and (4-36) we see that (4-34) holds.
To compute the obstruction,

{<t>\, ftx}([x, p]) = {ft2, ft2}(x) - {ft, trVXp)

(4-37) =ft2i-*x(x)-ftZ>»\p)-CT(c;,n)

= <Pi'"\[x,p])-a^,r,).
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Therefore, the obstruction for 4>\ is -o .   U

Corollary 4.2. W is a coadjoint orbit of the central extension K~a of K with

respect to T.

Our W satisfies the two conditions we set before. Also, we have

Lemma 4.4.  K acts on W transitively.

Proof. For any two points [xj, po], [x2, po] £ W, we may find g £ G such

that g • xi = x2. It follows that g • Po = Po so that g £ K. But then

a - [xi, Po] = [x2, Po] •   □

We now have the material we need to get a coadjoint orbit of K.

Proposition 4.4.   Y xW is a coadjoint orbit of K.

Proof. It only remains to show that the moment map

(4-38) *,:rxir-.r,

% (vpo, [x, Po]) = vx0 + x\t - Xo ,

where xo is a point in 6* sitting over po £Y is one-one.

We claim that this moment map can be rewritten as

(4-39) Vi(.vp0,[x,pQ]) = vx\t.

To see this, we need to show

(4-40) vxo + x\t - Xo = vx\(.

In other words,

(4-41) u(x|f-x0) = x|t-x0

for any v £ N.

Note that

(x|e -x0)|n =Po-Po = 0.

In fact, we claim that for any w £ t*, w\n = 0, then v • w = w on 6.

Since N is connected, we only need to consider it at the algebra level. For any

8 £ n,  n £ t,

(8-w,n)t = -(w, [8, n]) = 0

since for [8, n] £ n.

Hence 8 • w = 0.
We now show that this moment map is one-one. Suppose ViXi|t = v2x2\t,

then ViPo = v2p0 since for xi and x2 all sit over p0 . It follows that v2xvi £

NPo. Since v^'uiXilt = X2|e, by Lemma 4.1 there exists an element ?7 £ NPo

such that vv2xvxxx = x2. Let u = vv2xvx £ NPo, we conclude that

(vxpo, [Xi , po]) = (v2p0, [UXi , wpo]) = (v2p0, [x2, po]).

So ^i is 1-1. By Theorem 3.2, Y xW is a coadjoint orbit of K .   D

Remark 4.1. We show elsewhere that all coadjoint orbits of G can be con-

structed from the "little group data" Y x W by the techniques of symplectic

induction (see [6]).
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